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UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA FACULTY SENATE 
Agenda for Meeting of January 28, 2008 
3:15 P.M. Seminar Room, Towers Center 
CALL TO ORDER 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
Minutes of the January 14, 2008 meeting 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
1. Call for Press Identification 
2 . Comments from Interim Provost Lubker 
3 . Comments from Faculty Chair, Ira Simet 
4. Comments from Chair Licari 
CONSIDERATION OF CALENDAR ITEMS FOR DOCKETING 
954/862 Emeritus Status request, Juergen Koppensteiner, 




Calendar Item #951 - CHFA Faculty Senate Resolution - Liberal 
Arts Core Committee (referred to the LACC - to be addressed at 
the 02/11/08 meeting) 
CONSIDERATION OF DOCKETED ITEMS 
859 Graduation with Honors Draft 
860 CHFA Faculty Senate Resolution - Enhancing the Professional 
Development Assignment Committee 




UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA FACULTY SENATE 
Calendar item 954 Docket Number ____ _ 
Title: Emeritus Status request for Juergen Kippensteiner, Deparment 
of Modern Languages, effective 12/07 
Standard Motions 
__ 1. Place at head of docket, out of regular order. 
__ 2. Docket in regular order. 
__ 3. Docket because of special circumstances for . ___________ _ 
And notify sender(s). 
__ 4. Refer to (standing committee) _________________ -o 
__ 5. Refer to (administrative officer) ________________ _ 
__ 6. Refer to (ad hoc committee) _________________ _ 
__ 7. Return to petitioner with request for a more specific proposal. 
__ 8. Return to petitioner with request for additional information and documentation. 
__ 9. Return to petitioner because of decision not to docket at this time. 
__ 10. Other procedural disposition _________________ _ 
NOTES 
Request for Faculty Emeritus Status at the University of Northern Iowa 
N arne J U E (Jo & AI KO f P ft/51 f I tJ ff_ Department __ Hfilflt.~f.;,_fl1_~_a«t__,(}~--'f~~~~'1 __ _ 
I wish to retire from my position as ____ ?_r.:._v~__,r ___ s.:;_>~f)_r~~-=-o_l_-=6(=--frt_t.:..J<~"""';t(Aq_'l ___ _ 
at the University of Northern Iowa, effective (L I .3 i I Z(OtJ ( ----
Month Day Year 
I have twenty (20) or more years of creditable service in higher education. (List institutions and 















College Senate Chair: Include a statement verifying that ten ( 1 0) years of meritorious service 
has been concluded with the University ofNorthern Iowa. (Use back ofthisform if more space 
is required.) 
College Senate Chair Date 
Approved and Accepted 
~' (UokYch 
DJan ofCollege I //)ate 
University Faculty Senate Chair Date 
Provost and Vice President Date 
President Date 
Please prepare this form: sign and submit to your department Head. When the process for approval has been 
completed, the Provost's office will make copies and distribute them to each of the above signatories and the 
Department of Human Resources. 




LIST OF ALL BACHELOR OF ARTS-TEACHING MAJORS IN THE 2006-2008 UNIVERSITY "PROGRAMS AND COURSES" 
(Minimum Required Hours to Graduate for a Bachelor of Teaching Degree -130 hours) 
Major Hours (Hours in Bold are updated hours as 
Degree Major proposed in 2008-2010 curriculum'-'c'-"y-=c.:..::le:L) __ _ 
Actual Required Hrs 
Professional Allowable (No Mandated Free 
Sequence LAC Hours _Electives) 
CNS Science and Science Educ BAT All Science Teaching* 72 hours 30 hours 7 hours 140 hours 
COE Curriculum and Instruction BAT . Middle Level Education Dual Major-Teaching 66 hours (2nd major only- many hours double count) 33 hours (2nd major only) 
CSBS Social Science BAT Social Science Major-Teaching-Plan A Specialist* 64 hours 32 hours 3 hours 138 hours 
1 
CNS · Biolog BAT Biolog_~jor-Teaching* 63 hours 30 hours 7 hours 131 hours 
CSBS Social Science BAT Social Science Major-Teaching-Plan BAll Social Sciences* 61-64 hours 32 hours 3 hours 135-141 hours 
CHFA English/Modern Language BAT TESOUModern Language Major-Teaching* 60 hours 32 hours 3 hours .134 hours 
CHFA Modern Languages BAT Modern Languages Dual Major-Teaching* 59 hours 32 hours 136 hours 
CNS Science and Science Educ BAT Middle/Junior High School Science 59 hours 30 hours 7 hours 127 hours 
COBA Management BAT Business Teaching Major 52 hours 32 hours ~ssible 6 hrs 127 hours 
CHFA Art BAT Art Education Major-Teaching _ _ _ 52 hours 30 hours 127 hours 
CHFA Communication Studies BAT Communication-Theatre Major-Teaching 48 hours 
CNS Mathematics BAT Mathematics Major-Teaching 48-49 hours 
32 hours 3 hou~ 122 hours 
32 hours 3 hours . 122-123 hours 
"-?.hours CHFA English Language and Lite BAT English Major-Teachin 48 hours -· 6 hours 119 hours 
CNS Industrial Technology __ BAT Technology Education and Training Major-Teaching Option 48 hours 30 hours 4 hours 119 hours 
·eNS Earth Science BAT Earth Science MajQr-Teaching 47-50 hours 30 hours 4 hours 118-121 hours 
I 
CNS Physics BAT Physics Major-Teaching 46 hours 30 hours 7 hours 114 hours 
COE HPELS BAT Physical Education Major-Teaching 45 hours 28 hours 118 hours 
CSBS History BAT History Major-Teaching _ _ _ 44 hours 32 hours 3 hours 118 hours 
CNS Chemistry BAT Chemistry Major-Teaching 44 hours 30 hours 4 hours 115 hours 
""hours CSBS Psychology BAT Psycholog~jor-Teaching* 42 hours+ minor v' 3 hours 116 hours + minor 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL) 
CHFA English Language and Lite BAT Major)-Teaching 42 hours '>.?hours -- .. . 3 hours 116 hours 
COE HPELS BAT Health Education Major-Teaching 40 hours 32 hours 3 hours ,114 hours 
CSBS Geog@ll!1y BAT Geography Major-Teaching* -
CHFA Modern Languages BAT French Studies Major-Teachinp 
38 hours+ teaching minor in one of social sciences 32 hours 3 hours 
1
112 hours+ minor 
,___ _________ ____,_3"-'8"--'-'ho:o.:u..,r~s__ 32 hours ; _115 hours 
CHFA Modern Lan~ges BAT German Major-Teaching_ 
CHFA Modern Lan~ges BAT Spanish Major-Teaching 
CSBS Political Science BAT Political Science Major-Teaching* 
CSBS Sociology, Anthropology, a BAT AnthrQQ_olog_y Major-'T'-'"e"'a"'"ch:.-:i::.-ng"_* _____ _ 
COE Curriculum and Instruction BAT Early Childhood Education Major-Teaching 
CSBS Sociology, Anthropology, a BAT Sociolo~or-Teaching* __________ _ 
Elementary Education Major-Teaching (K-6 General Classroom 
38 hours 
38 hours 
37 hours +teaching minor in social sciences ___ _ 
37 hours + teaching minor in social sciences 
40 hours 
34 hours + teaching minor 








*Major noted as "Extended Program" in 2006-2008 "Programs and Courses" and has statement specifying higher minimum hours required to graduate for degree. 
Note: Major hours for teaching majors do not include the required Professional Education Requirements. 
Diane Wallace 




' 115 hours 
6 hours 1 08 hours + minor 
3 hours 111 hours + minor 
118 hours 
3 hours 108 hours + tchg minor 
I J 09.:JJ1 ..bours..:!:... ITlinOfJ 
( 
College Department 
CHFA School of Music 
Degree Major 
LIST OF ALL BACHELOR OF MUSIC MAJORS IN THE 2006-2008 UNIVERSITY "PROGRAMS AND COURSES" 
(Minimum Required Hours to Graduate for a Bachelor of Music Degree -130 hours) 
( 
Actual Required Hrs 
Professional Allowable (No Mandated Free Major Hours (Hours in Bold are updated hours as 
proposed in 2008-2010 curriculum cycle) _____ Sequence LAC Hours Electives) 
____, 
~Major in Composition-Theory -· _ . _ 79 _ _ _ 
1 
Not applicable 3 hours 121 hours 
Major in PerformancefTrack A (Instrumental) so Not applicable 3 hours 122 hours 
I Major in PerformancefTrack B (Vocal) 80 (+ 10 hours) Not apP!icable 3 hours 132 hours 
t=i
a·or in Music Education/Choral 66 28 hours 3 hours 136 hours 
r or in Music Education/Instrumental 67 28 hours 3 hours 137 hours 
or in Music Education/Jazz Specialization 77 28 hours 3 hours 149 hours 
*Major noted as "Extended Program" in 2006-2008 "Programs and Courses" and has statement specifying higher minimum hours required to graduate for degree. 
Note: Major hours for Music Education majors do not include the required Professional Education Requirements. 
Diane Wallace 
Office of the Registrar 
11/26/2007 
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~ ( Done ) 
llf!ll LAC Proposal 
From: "Jerry Smith" <jerry.smith@uni.edu> 
To: "Maria Basom" <maria.basom@uni.edu>, <gregory.bruess@uni.edu>, 
<david.christensen@uni.edu>, <east@cs.uni.edu>, <jeffrey.funderburk@uni.edu>, 
<paul.gray@uni.edu>, <mary.guenther@uni.edu>, <ira.simet@uni.edu>, 
<Michaei.Licari@uni.edu>, <david.marchesani@uni.edu>, <pierre.mvuyekure@uni.edu>, 
<chris.neuhaus@uni.edu>, <steve.okane@uni.edu>, "Philip L Patton" <philip.patton@uni.edu>, 
<donna.schumacher@uni.edu>, "Jerome Soneson" <Jerome.Soneson@uni.edu>, 
<Katherine.VanWormer@uni.edu>, "Susan Wurtz" <Susan.Wurtz@uni.edu>, 
<michele.yehieli@uni.edu>, "James Lubker" <james.lubker@uni.edu>, 
<beverly.kopper@uni.edu>, "dena snowden" <dena.snowden@uni.edu> 
Cc: "SIOBAHN M MORGAN" <Siobahn.Morgan@uni.edu> 
Subject: LAC Proposal 
Sent Date: Jan 16, 2008 9:26 AM 
Received 
Date: Jan 16, 2008 9:27AM 
Priority: Normal 
Attachments: I!!J LAc Preliminary Design Proposal, Nov 07.doc 
Fellow Members of the UNI Faculty Senate: 
During Monday's discussion of the Liberal Arts Core, several senators 
noted that they hadn't received a copy of the LAC Design Team Proposal 
that had been distributed to various people on campus and which was 
referenced in the Senate's discussion. 
Having drafted this proposal, I've decided to distribute copies to all 
of our members. The attached proposal is the most recent version of 
this document. Its recommendations are the same as in the original 
draft, but this version offers considerably more by way of rationale and 
justification for its proposals. 
I'd be happy to answer any questions that any of you might have 
regarding this proposal. And you should feel free to distribute it to 
any of your colleagues who have an interest in the LAC. 
Thanks! 
Jerry Smith 
Dept of Management 
https:/ /mail.collab.uni.edu/um/templates/message _view .uix?state=message _ view&cAction... 1/16/2008 
LAC DESIGN TEAM 
PRELIMINARY PROPOSAL 
NOVEMBER 2007 
This document, prepared by the LAC Design Team, presents a preliminary design pro-
posal for the Liberal Arts Core. It is the first significant output of a project that was initiated in 
the fall of 2006 when Interim Provost Lubker asked the Liberal Arts Core Committee (LACC) to 
review the program and propose changes, if necessary. Several faculty and staff on the LACC 
(Siobahn Morgan, Jean Neibauer, Jerry Smith, Lori VanHooreweghe, and Donna Vinton) volun-
teered to serve on a sub-committee, the Design Team, that accepted responsibility for this pro-
ject. During the spring semester of '07, Design Team members met with UNI faculty and stu-
dents in a number of open meetings, soliciting their ideas on the LAC and possible program 
changes. These inputs and the Design Team's deliberations have led to the issuance of this pre-
liminary design proposal for the program 
As a high-level design proposal, this document is intended to serve as the basis for fac-
ulty discussions that will lead to program improvements. Presumably at some point, this design 
proposal, a variation thereof, or some other proposal will be acted on by the LACC and for-
warded to the UNI Faculty Senate for its approval. 
Motivating Concerns 
The Liberal Arts Core, UNI's general education program, was adopted, in essentially its 
present form, almost twenty years ago. Compared to general education requirements at other 
universities, the LAC is a decent program. We believe, however, that it could be much better. 
Moreover, ifUNI is to achieve its goal of clearly being the best public university for under-
graduate education in the state of Iowa, the Liberal Arts Core must be improved. 
Some have argued that, at 45 credit hours, the current LAC is too long. Certainly it 
would be nice, for budgetary and other reasons, to have a shorter program. Instructors often 
complain that students aren't interested in their LAC courses. Responding to this charge, stu-
dents object that they are expected to learn things that aren't meaningful to them or useful in 
their careers. It also appears that the program lacks cohesion, that it is experienced by students 
as an unintegrated set of courses, few of which build on knowledge taught in other courses. 
If the existing LAC asks students to learn things they don't really need to know, it also fails to 
teach knowledge and skills that our students must have if they are to leave UNI as well-educated 
people. For instance, the existing LAC does not pay much attention to the development of stu-
dent thinking skills or to knowledge students need to act as responsible citizens and members of 
a global community. 
These deficiencies arise in large part because the current LAC was not designed to de-
liver core knowledge and skills to all our students. Rather, the design of the existing program 
seems to reflect a "distribution-requirements" model of general education in which students are 
required to take courses from a variety of disciplines based on the belief that this breadth of ex-
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posure, by itself, comprises a quality general education. We don't believe that this approach to 
general education is effective in producing college graduates who are well-educated people. And 
while such programs are often compatible with the interests of individual faculty, departments, 
and colleges, we believe the LAC should be designed to serve the interests of our students and of 
the university as a whole. 
Program Purpose and Goals 
A statement of the purpose and goals of the Liberal Arts Core has been drafted and sub-
mitted to the LACC for its review and approval. While a number of changes in the statement's 
wording and emphasis have been suggested, there seems to be substantial agreement that the 
program should serve the following goals: 
• Teach core knowledge students must have to be well-educated people. 
• Develop intellectual skills needed to think and act effectively. 
• Foster student values and dispositions that are characteristic of well-educated people. 
• Expand students' intellectual and cultural interests and horizons. 
• Increase students' understanding of important contemporary issues. 
Design Principles/ Approach 
The efforts of the LAC Design Team have been guided by some basic principles and as-
sumptions that collectively constitute our design approach. Paramount among these are the fol-
lowing: 
• Collective faculty ownership. We believe that the Liberal Arts Core is the responsibility 
of the UNI faculty as a whole. This responsibility is exercised through faculty represen-
tatives on the UNI Faculty Senate and the LACC. While particular courses in the pro-
gram may be taught entirely by faculty in a certain college or department, the entire UNI 
faculty is responsible for the content of those courses and for insuring that they are well-
taught. The UNI faculty can collectively prescribe course content to whatever level of 
detail it deems appropriate. 
• Emphasis on core knowledge/skills. To be a well-educated person is to have certain in-
tellectual skills- thinking and writing, for instance- and a set of knowledge that equips 
one to live a meaningful and productive life. The LAC should be designed so every UNI 
student has the opportunity to develop core skills and to acquire a substantial fund of core 
knowledge. It should also be designed to minimize occasions on which students can jus-
tifiably complain to LAC instructors, "I don't see why I have to learn this." In many 
cases, an emphasis on core knowledge necessitates the development and deli very of inter-
disciplinary courses, as opposed to the discipline-specific courses populating the current 
program. 
• Cross-curricular themes. While specific courses may be responsible for teaching cer-
tain knowledge/skills, some things may be "threaded" across the curriculum, creating 
"themes" that are picked up in various places. The LAC will develop literacy, numeracy, 
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critical thinking, and other skills, values, and dispositions in this way. Other cross-
curricular themes include global awareness, civic responsibility, and ethical behavior. 
• Program size and staffing. General education programs are typically 35 to 50 credit 
hours long. "Core knowledge" programs justify lengths at the high-end of this range by 
virtue of their greater "value-added." The current LAC is a 45 hour program. While we 
would like, for budgetary reasons, to have a smaller program, we are willing to propose a 
slightly larger one if it will achieve significant educational benefits. Ifthe program's size 
cannot be reduced, it may be possible to reduce program costs by building in more staff-
ing flexibility- by designing courses that can be taught by faculty from many different 
departments and colleges. 
• Program management. Core knowledge courses- those taught to all undergraduate 
students by many different faculty- require strong faculty management to insure, among 
other things, that required content is taught in all sections. Historically at least, the de-
sired level of faculty management has only been exercised in some parts of the LAC. We 
assume that faculty, serving on category coordinating committees, will be willing and 
able to manage the elements of this program. 
• Assessment. Pressure from accreditors and other outside stakeholders has made student 
outcomes assessment an essential consideration in the design of any academic program, 
general education included. In contrast to distribution-requirements programs, core 
knowledge programs are intrinsically friendly to assessment in that all students are taught 
a common body of assessable knowledge. To further support assessment efforts, the 
LAC should be designed to include specified front- and back-end assessment points, 
courses in which students are required to participate in assessment activities. 
• Implementation. Proposed changes to the LAC will be implemented, to the greatest ex-
tent possible, on a gradual basis, with both the old and new programs being offered in 
parallel. Over time, as staffing availability allows, sections of courses from the new pro-
gram will supplant sections of courses offered under the old program. 
Overview of the Proposed Program 
Appendix A provides an overview of the proposed LAC, highlighting its category struc-
ture. Appendix B indicates when, in a four-year program, students would be encouraged to take 
particular LAC courses. The names of the categories and subcategories are provisional, as are 
the names of new courses we're proposing. In comparing our proposal with the existing LAC, 
the following should be noted: 
• The most significant proposed change is the replacement of many existing requirements 
that students can satisfy by taking various courses with requirements that must be met by 
taking specified core knowledge courses. This change greatly increases the amount of 
core knowledge we can reasonably expect our graduates to possess. 
• The proposed LAC is one credit larger than the existing program (46 vs. 45). We decided 
to "regularize" the Capstone course so as to increase its standing and legitimacy in the 
eyes of students by making it a normal 3-credit course, rather than the current 2-credit re-
quirement. 
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• We have added a 3-credit "Cornerstone" requirement that serves a variety of purposes, 
discussed later. 
• We have added a 3-credit "Critical Thinking and Ethics" course/requirement because of 
the need to address these skills more directly and intensively in the program. 
• We have dropped the "Personal Wellness" course/requirement (Subcategory lD in the 
current program). While this course is useful, other needs are more pressing. 
• We have dropped the "Literature, Philosophy, or Religion" requirement (Subcategory 3B 
in the current program). All these topics are important, but much of the knowledge and 
many of the skills addressed by this subcategory are covered in other parts of the pro-
gram. 
• To satisfy the Natural Science and Technology requirement in the existing program, stu-
dents must take two courses, one each in both the life and physical sciences, with one of 
these being a lab course. The new program requires students to take a "Foundations of 
Science" course as well as a hands-on lab course in either the life or physical sciences. 
The new required course will insure that all UNI students have been taught important sci-
entific discoveries, methods, and ways ofthinking. 
• The existing Social Science requirement, which encompasses many courses loosely or-
ganized into three subcategories, has been replaced with three required interdisciplinary 
courses, each defined around a strong unifying theme: "The American Experience" will 
make students deeply aware of the historical, political, and social context in which they 
live; "The Human Experience" will help our students understand why they think and be-
have as they do; and "Global Issues" introduces them to international developments that 
increasingly affect their lives. 
Proposed New Courses/Requirements 
The proposed LAC includes five new required courses and one new requirement that en-
tails the development of many new courses. For discussion purposes, these new courses have 
been given provisional names that indicate their intended contents. While the names might sug-
gest that these are high-level survey courses that lack substantive content, they are instead in-
tended as "thematic" courses, each of which provides in-depth treatment of a number of impor-
tant topics that fall under an overriding, inter- or multi-disciplinary theme. We have tried to de-
fine/develop these courses to the point where each could be approved on an "in principle" basis: 
Faculty could reasonably conclude that this looks like a viable course that truly belongs in the 
LAC. More extensive course development work will require contributions from faculty in perti-
nent departments. That effort will produce documentation-course descriptions, syllabi, reading 
lists, and so forth- needed to have the course approved by the LACC, the UCC, and the UNI 
Faculty Senate. 
Each of the proposed new core knowledge courses will contain a mixture of prescribed 
content-topics, readings, and so forth that must be covered by all instructors- and material that 
is more discretionary. Instructors might be allowed to use some classroom hours addressing 
items they've chosen from a list of topics or readings that was approved by their peers, and they 
might have near-total freedom to make other content-related decisions. While this mixture will 
vary from course to course, we expect that most of each course's contents will be prescribed. 
This restriction of individual instructor discretion is consistent with past practice in parts of the 
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LAC (e.g., the Humanities sequence), with the way core courses are taught in most majors, and 
with practices at other universities. 
The proposed new courses/requirements are described below. 
• "Cornerstone" (Category 1). This new 3-credit requirement is intended as something 
like a "freshman experience" that students can satisfy by taking any of a number of to-be-
developed courses. Courses proposed for this category must satisfy several criteria: 
o They must include a substantial component that develops students' "information 
literacy." Thus, they must introduce students to the Rod Library, to both paper-
based and electronic sources of information, and they must insure that students 
have word processing, e-mail, and other computer skills expected ofUNI stu-
dents. 
o They must provide class time-typically one class session-for educational as-
sessment activities pertaining to incoming UNI students. 
o They must introduce students to the academic standards-regarding plagiarism, 
for instance- norms, and practices associated with being a student at UNI. Cor-
nerstone courses should help freshmen make the transition from high school to 
college. 
These requirements leave a lot of class time and course content unspoken for. Depart-
ments will be encouraged to develop Cornerstone courses that attract students to their 
majors, that address exciting disciplinary topics which invite non-specialists to become 
more deeply engaged. 
• "Thinking, Believing, and Acting" (Category 2D). This proposed 3-credit course ad-
dresses the new "Critical Thinking and Ethics" requirement. Roughly half the course will 
cover topics taught in traditional critical thinking courses: logic, practical reasoning, rea-
soning mistakes or fallacies, language and thought, evaluating sources of information, 
making and evaluating arguments. This material may be enriched by discussions of se-
lected epistemological and other philosophical issues. The remainder of the course will 
make our students aware of ethical principles (e.g., utilitarianism) and approaches (e.g., 
virtue or character ethics), with applications to contemporary ethical issues. There may 
also be opportunities to address selected issues, of practical importance, regarding relig-
ion- for instance, the standing of faith-based beliefs in a world where only evidence-
based beliefs have broad, inter-subjective support. 
• "Foundations of Science" (Category 4A). The current LAC introduces students to the 
natural sciences. However, because each course in the existing "Natural Science and 
Technology" category focuses on a particular science, there is reason to believe that the 
program does not reliably teach students enough about science itself-for instance, how 
scientists think and do research; the difference between theories, laws, and models; the 
role of measurement and mathematics. Nor, by virtue of its design, can the existing pro-
gram insure that all UNI students are taught important scientific theories that all educated 
people should know or that they learn how scientific knowledge gives rise to technologi-
cal innovations. These concerns are addressed by a proposed 3-credit required course 
that will provide students with a foundational understanding of science. The course will 
discuss scientific terminology (e.g., types of variables) and methods; it will explain how 
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scientific knowledge is developed and changes over time. Required contents include an 
in-depth treatment of Darwinian evolution and other theories that have important social 
and cultural implications. The course will also explore the science-technology connec-
tion, helping students understand the scientific origins of technological innovations that 
are so prominent in their lives. 
• "The American Experience" (Category SA). Another concern relating to the existing 
LAC is that students are not required to learn anything about America. The program pro-
vides valuable courses pertaining to this general topic, but students can elect to take other 
options. In view of the need to prepare students for citizenship responsibilities, general 
education programs should insure that American students acquire essential knowledge 
and a deep understanding of their native land. Consequently, this proposal requires all 
students to take a core knowledge course on "The American Experience." This course 
will provide knowledge all educated American citizens should have regarding their coun-
try's history, government, and social structure. The following topics could be required 
content in this course: 
o American government-the Constitution; executive, legislative, and judicial 
branches; federalism-how it all works. 
o Fundamental themes/conflicts in American society, as evidenced by the evolution 
of political parties. For instance, rural vs. urban, centralized vs. decentralized 
government, rich vs. poor, conservative vs. progressive. 
o The history of race relations in America, especially the post-Civil War treatment 
of black Americans. 
o Immigration and ethnicity in America. The assimilation of ethnic minorities. Na-
tivism. 
Many other topics- the status of women, the history of Native Americans, labor move-
ments, urbanization, the American economy, for instance-could be covered, at the dis-
cretion of individual instructors. 
• "The Human Experience" (Category 5B). This course provides core knowledge ofhu-
man individuals, their personalities, thoughts, feelings, and behaviors. It should enable 
students to better understand themselves and others. Most of the course content will be 
drawn from cognitive, developmental, and social psychology. Thus, the course might 
contrast "rational person" theories of human behavior with "heuristics and biases" ac-
counts that highlight deficiencies in our thinking. Findings from evolutionary psychol-
ogy can be used to discuss the idea of"human nature." Individual differences can also be 
investigated. Students should understand the nature and powerful influence of emotions 
on behavior. The course should address gender-related issues, human sexuality, and the 
dynamics of human behavior in families and small groups. This course will contribute to 
the development of student thinking skills by providing conceptual resources needed to 
understand and improve human thinking. 
• "Global Issues" (Category 5C). The LAC must prepare our students to thrive in a world 
that is increasingly globalized, where events in one part of the planet can affect people in 
every other part. This course addresses that need. The following are potential topics for 
inclusion: 
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o The global economy. International business activity, free trade, the migration of 
American jobs to low-wage countries: What drives these developments and what 
do we stand to gain or lose from them? 
o International political developments. With the decline of communism, is radical 
Islamic terrorism the new threat to American well-being? Nuclear proliferation? 
Will China become our rival? Will "have" nations share with the "have nots," 
say, through debt forgiveness? Will peoples become more united (as in the Euro-
pean Union) or more fractionated (as in the Balkans)? 
o Environmentalism and global warming. Can/should something be done? Can the 
U.S. public responsibly continue its high-consumption ways? What about the as-
pirations of people in less developed economies? 
o Global health issues. How can we prevent global pandemics? Beyond humani-
tarianism, does our self-interest require the U.S. to fight against hunger, sickness, 
and disease everywhere on this planet? 
Various cultural issues, addressed in part by the non-Western cultures requirement, can 
also be included in the purview of this course. 
Proposed Changes to Existing Courses/Requirements 
In addition to these new requirements and courses, we are proposing the following 
changes to other components of the current LAC: 
• Reading and Writing (Category 2A). All UNI students will be required to achieve a basic 
level of reading and writing competency. This level includes, among other things, a com-
mand of writing mechanics like spelling, punctuation, usage, and grammar. Writing in-
struction will be offered at three levels: 
o A base-level course which insures that students satisfy our minimum standards 
and develop some higher-level writing skills. The current base-level course, 
620:005, "College Writing and Research," will be used for this purpose, although 
its content and instruction may need to be upgraded. 
o A set of higher-level writing courses that offer more advanced writing instruction, 
perhaps while teaching other valued content. Among other things, these could be 
writing-intensive literature courses and writing-intensive courses in particular ma-
JOrs. 
o A remedial course that prepares poor writers for the base-level course. This 
course would not carry college credit. 
Incoming students will be tracked into the appropriate level of writing instruction by vir-
tue of their ACT writing scores or a post-admission writing assessment. Incoming stu-
dents who demonstrate base-level writing competence must take a higher-level writing 
course if they have not previously had a writing course in college. Reading competency 
will be developed in the writing courses as well as by instructional interventions in other 
parts of the curriculum. Finally, efforts will be made to increase the number of writing 
assignments across the LAC curriculum. 
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• Oral Communication (Category 2B). We don't anticipate making any changes to this 
course or requirement. 
• Quantitative Skills (Category 2C). This requirement will be structured much like that for 
reading and writing, with three levels of course offerings: 
o A base-level course which insures that students achieve a specified level of nu-
meracy or quantitative competence. This competence enables people to deal with 
quantitative data in their personal and professional lives; it centers on a practical 
understanding of basic statistical concepts (e.g., variance, correlation). The cur-
rent base-level course, 800:023, "Mathematics in Decision Making," serves this 
purpose, although some minor revisions in its content may be called for. 
o A set of higher-level courses that develop advanced quantitative skills. These 
courses may be tailored to serve the needs of particular majors. 
o A remedial course that prepares weak students for the base-level course. This 
course would not carry college credit. 
Students would be tracked into courses at the appropriate level based on their high school 
preparation, ACT scores, or the results of post-admission testing. All incoming students 
would be required to take (or have taken) a college-level mathematics course. A decision 
will have to be made as to whether students who qualify for higher-level courses should 
still be required to demonstrate their general quantitative competence. Steps will be 
taken to encourage the development of quantitative skills across the LAC curriculum. 
• Humanities (Category 3A). No change. 
• Non-Western Cultures (Category 3B). It appears that many students do not understand 
the purpose or appreciate the value of courses in this category. Student appreciation may 
be enhanced, and the value ofthe category increased, if courses in this category provide 
fundamental knowledge of cultures in general, along with the immersion in a particular 
culture that is achieved by the current curriculum. Thus, all courses in this category 
should include a substantial module on culture per se. This could be taught at the start of 
the course or spread throughout. This material will deepen students' understanding and 
appreciation of their own culture and of the particular non-Western culture they are 
studying. 
• Fine Arts (Category 3C). No change. 
• Science Lab (Category 4B). The intent of this category is to give students an intensive, 
hands-on experience with one of the natural sciences, in part as a means of grounding and 
illustrating the more general conceptual knowledge taught in the "Foundations of Sci-
ence" course. Existing science lab courses will probably serve this purpose, but so might 
other courses that have students work in a hands-on way with physical things, scientific 
instruments, and empirical data. 
• Capstone (Category 6). All courses offered in satisfaction of the Capstone requirement 
must be 3-credit courses. In addition, all such courses must include provisions for LAC 
program assessment of student outcomes; typically, one class session must be reserved 
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for this purpose. No content changes are needed in "new" Capstone courses developed as 
a result of the revision made to this category several years ago. However, some changes 
may be needed in the "old" Capstone course, 820:140, "Environment, Technology, and 
Society." Believing that there is considerable variability in courses offered under this ti-
tle, we want to develop a more standardized description and syllabus for this course that 
instmctors must adhere to. Instructors who prefer to teach their own distinctive version 
of the course would have to have it approved by the LACC as a "new" Capstone course. 
Expected Benefits 
We believe that this proposal, if approved, will yield the following benefits for UNI, its 
faculty, and students: 
• The new LAC will be more interesting and appealing to students. The proposed core 
knowledge courses will appeal by focusing on important knowledge all UNI graduates 
should possess; much of this knowledge can be taught by applications to critical contem-
porary issues that engage student interest. Following the successful model employed by 
the "new" Capstone courses, the proposed Cornerstone requirement enlists the creative 
energy of faculty across campus in designing an array of highly individuated courses that 
will get first-year students excited about being at UNI. 
• The new LAC provides more common educational experiences for students. The 
best liberal arts programs take students through a common intellectual adventure, as are-
sult of which dorm rooms, dining halls, and student unions are abuzz with talk about is-
sues discussed in class and books being read by students who aren't even in the same sec-
tions of a course. With its many menus of course options, the existing LAC doesn't 
achieve this. By increasing the number of courses to be taken by all UNI undergraduates, 
the proposed LAC expands the educational experiences that UNI students will have in 
common. This will, in turn, magnify the memorable out-of-classroom contributions to 
their intellectual development. 
• The new LAC provides a more cohesive, integrated educational experience. By rely-
ing more heavily on core knowledge courses with prescribed content that is consistent 
across sections, the proposed program creates opportunities for curricular integration, 
both within the LAC and with courses in the majors. Since faculty can assume that stu-
dents will have taken courses that covered certain topics, they can refer to and build on 
that base of knowledge. This will help students recognize that the LAC is an important 
part of their education, motivating them to devote more effort and attention to LAC 
courses. It also relieves faculty of the burden of having to cover certain topics in disci-
pline-specific courses. A beneficial side-effect: An integrated curriculum gives our "na-
tive" students an advantage over community college transfer students in their upper-level 
coursework. This might motivate more students to attend UNI from the start, rather than 
opting for the less expensive, but less valuable, education they acquire at community col-
leges. 
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• The new LAC broadens faculty and departmental participation in the program. 
Because it consists primarily of department-specific courses, the current LAC only en-
gages the talents and interests of faculty from certain departments. This reduces staffing 
flexibility. More importantly, it works against collective faculty ownership of and re-
sponsibility for the program. The proposed new Cornerstone requirement and core 
knowledge courses offer opportunities for faculty from many UNI departments to partici-
pate as instructors in the program. 
• The new LAC requires increased faculty governance of the program. For core 
knowledge courses to be successful, faculty must establish and maintain reasonable stan-
dards for content consistency across sections. Historically, this has been done in parts of 
the LAC. It is routinely done at other universities and in the core courses of most majors. 
By collectively managing parts of the program, faculty become more engaged, both with 
the LAC and with their peers. This is likely to improve their teaching and course effec-
tiveness. 
• The new LAC is "assessment-friendly." Since they won't go away, we would be fool-
ish to ignore the growing accreditor and other demands for assurance of student learning. 
Those demands may eventuate in a requirement that universities assess the knowledge 
and skills oftheir graduating seniors. The existing LAC is not well-adapted to satisfy 
such demands since it doesn't provide our graduates with a common body of knowledge. 
By way of contrast, the proposed program would allow UNI to be a leader in an assess-
ment-oriented higher education landscape. As well as being focused on core knowledge 
and skills, the program provides convenient front- and back-end points for the assessment 
of student learning. 
• The new LAC provides a significant point of distinction for undergraduate educa-
tion at UNI. UNI aspires to be the public school of choice for Iowans seeking a quality 
undergraduate education. We can only achieve that goal if the Liberal Arts Core, our 
general education program, is clearly superior to those offered by other public universi-
ties in the state. One could argue that the current LAC is better than those at Iowa or 
Iowa State, but it is not clearly better. Nor is it truly distinctive, something to point to, 
talk about, brag about. The proposed LAC is distinctive and, for the purposes it pursues, 
it is clearly better than other programs at public universities. It gives UNI an opportunity 
to be the leader in undergraduate liberal education among public universities, not just in 
Iowa, but across the United States. 
• The new LAC will produce better educated students. This final benefit is certainly 
the most important. The ultimate criterion for assessing any educational program is how 
well it educates students. The proposed LAC will produce UNI graduates who have 
more of the knowledge and skills that all educated people should possess. It will achieve 
this because, by design, it focuses on core knowledge and skills rather than on discipline-
based content courses. It reaches across disciplines to provide students with the most im-
portant knowledge from each. Everyone, of course, pays lip service to the need for a lib-
eral education that produces well-educated college students, even as they pursue agendas 
that promote other interests. But until someone can argue, convincingly, that the existing 
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LAC or another alternative does a better job of educating our students, we believe that the 
proposed program is strongly supported by this, the most important consideration of all. 
Next Steps 
The path we would like to follow in redesigning the LAC is outlined below. 
1. A statement of program "Purpose and Goals" has been drafted and submitted to the 
LACC. We hope that the LACC will approve some version of that document and for-
ward it to the Faculty Senate where, hopefully, it will also be approved. 
2. The document-in-hand, or some revised/expanded version thereof, will be discussed with 
the LACC and shared with the larger university community-faculty, students, and ad-
ministrators-to solicit their responses and suggestions. Through discussions at open 
meetings and in college senates, we can identify possible changes to the emerging design 
and gauge the extent of support for or opposition to this proposal. 
3. With this feedback in hand, we will make appropriate revisions to the proposal, before 
submitting it to the LACC for its approval as the preferred approach to redesigning the 
LAC. In essence, the revised proposal would become an LACC-approved high-level de-
sign for the program. 
4. After the LACC has approved our high-level design, we will take this design to the UNI 
Faculty Senate for its approval. 
5. Once the UNI Faculty Senate has approved a high-level design for the new program, we 
will begin to develop the program in detail by soliciting the involvement of faculty in 
particular content areas. Faculty teams will be created and used to develop detailed 
course and curricular proposals in each area where a change is called for. 
6. As these individual development efforts are completed, they will be forwarded to the 
LACC, then to the UCC, and finally to the UNI Faculty Senate for approval. 
7. Once approved, new courses and requirements will be implemented on a small scale and 
in parallel with the existing program. Over time, new course offerings will expand and 
replace courses offered as part of the current program. 
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Appendix A 
Proposed LAC Category Structure 
Category 1: Cornerstone 
Category 2: Core Competencies 
2A: Reading and Writing (3 credits) 
2B: Oral Communication (3 credits) 
2C: Quantitative Skills (3 credits) 
2D: Critical Thinking and Ethics (3 credits) 
Category 3: Humanities and Fine Arts 
3A: Humanities (6 credits) 
3B: Non-Western Cultures (3 credits) 
3C: Fine Arts (3 credits) 
Category 4: Natural Sciences and Technology 
4A: Foundations of Science (3 credits) 
4B: Science Lab (4 credits) 
Category 5: Social and Behavioral Sciences 
5A: The American Experience (3 credits) 
5B: The Human Experience (3 credits) 
5C: Global Issues (3 credits) 








Total: 46 credits 
Appendix B 
Proposed Class Standing for LAC Courses 
First Year-Required Courses 
1 : Cornerstone 
2A: Reading and Writing 
2B: Oral Communication 
2C: Quantitative Skills 
First Year-Recommended Courses 
3C: Fine Arts 
4A: Foundations of Science 
5A: The American Experience 
5B: The Human Experience 
Second Year-Recommended Courses* 
2D: Critical Thinking and Ethics 
3A: Humanities (2 courses) 
4B: Science Lab 
5C: Global Issues 
Third Year-Recommended Courses 
3B: Non-Western Cultures 
6: Capstone 
* These courses could also be taken by talented, well-prepared freshmen. 
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